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Life without Resurrection:
Two Perspectives from Qoheleth

The fact that J.M. Myers has often spoken of Ecclesiastes as
his favorite biblical writing, plus a strong attraction to this member of the
megilloth felt by the present writer, influenced the choice of topic for this
contribution to the Myers Festschrift.
.The paper will focus on two important aspects of the thought of the book
of Ecclesiastes, hereafter called Qoheleth, and will relate them to similar
attitudes that appear in the New Testament. The passage of time between
the writer of this ancient book of wisdom and the first century A.D. saw
a marked spread and development of beliefs concerning resurrection. Few
would deny that the doctrine of the resurrection was basic to both Pharisaic
Judaism and early Christianity. This paper does not attempt to trace the
history of the doctrine of resurrection. The goal is, rather, to examine two
main points in Qoheleth with respect to his outlook. on life, in the context
of his negative attitude toward belief in resurrection. Then we shall turn
to the New Testament, where.essentially the same viewpoints are present,
flut now standing in the context of resurrection faith.
,'c The initial point to come under attention is Qoheleth's realism with respect to conjecture about the fate of the dead. The teachings of Jesus
and .Paul will then be examined for evidence of a similar outlook.
The second perspective from Qoheleth is a positive appreciation of this
pr~ent life. Here too; we ~iII look at the New Testament for signs of expression of a similar discernment of immanent good. To maintain such an
attitude along with belief in a resurrection was necessary if Christians were
to have a sense of proportion between eschatological expectations' and
values available here and now.
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Tempting as it is to seek the origins of the belief in resurrection, the
writer views that quest as off limits for the purposes of this paper. Nor
does he intend to raise questions about the validity of the doctrine. We
shall aim, instead, toward concentrating on the two aspects of Qoheleth's
wisdom mentioned above, because they convey meaningful truth to those
who have come after him under the sun.
RESURRECTION IN THE OLD TESTAMENT OUTSIDE QOHELETH

The Old Testament, as has been pointed out many times, typically thought
of a form of survival in Sheol, a sort of non-life existence. Possibly this
concept rested on the common-sense observation that after the heart stops
beating, the body remains and influences of the. personality also persist.
However that may be, the idea of a sort of shadow survival in Sheol is far
removed from the later concept of a general resurrection from the dead.
There are, to be sure, in some Psalms, especially 16 and 71, what might
deserve the description "intimations of immortality."l While such passages
show the kind of faith that gave to belief in resurrection its deepest meaning,
they fall far short of formulating it. They are at most faint rays of light before the dawn. 2
When we talk about belief in resurrection, what is in mind is the fullblown conviction that the dead will be raised. We must observe the distinction between real belief that. this will happen and the mere imaginative
idea of the dead coming back to life. Just as men imagined that humans
could fly long before the idea became a reality, so the thought of a return
from the grave was abroad much earlier than general acceptance of it as
a future event.
For instance, the Israelites wrote poetically of a figurative sort of resurrection when they pictured sickness or distress as descending to Sheol or
experiencing death (Pss 88; 18: 4, 5; 116: 3; 143: 7) and correspondingly
viewed deliverance as being redeemed from the pit, or place of death (Pss
116: 8; 103: 4; 30: 3; Job 33: 30; Jon 2: 7). This feature of the Hebrew
poetic vocabulary has received much attention, and needs only to be noted
here. 3
The book of Job goes beyond the psalmists, in vividness and suggestiveness. In a passage reminiscent of the realistic pessimism of Qoheleth, Job's
mind dwells on the irresistible and arbitrary power of God which summarily
topples the plans of short-lived man. Despair drives Job to fantasy, and
. he calls on God to hide him temporarily from his anger in Sheol, that place
of no return, and then to remember him and release him:

If a man dies
can he live again '1
I w?uld wait out all the time of my enlistment
untIl my replacement should come.
You would call
and I would answer;
you would yearn
for the one whom your hands have made. (Job 14: 14 f)
But Job quickly moves from this breathtakin thou h
.
sO
expressed that one hesitates to call it a hope ba:k to t; t'ld t~ntatIvely
o
finality of de~th.. A~ the book continues, he 'demands, a:d ate~a:~e~c~!::e
answer and vmdICatIon from God in this life before dy'
ld
s,
flill of days (Job 42: 17).
mg an 0 man and
. ~e hav.e in th.e .book of Ezekiel an allegory that describes a mass resurrection WIth strIkmg profusion of detail Th
.
.
'd
.
e passage (Ezek 37' 1 14)
provI es the basis for the Negro spiritual "Dr Bones"
.
.' ~

:!nt~: ::!:::~:~::;p~ngbwithf Ezekiel, mUSie~IlY tell~ o;~:h~e:;!~;l~~~::

. y One ~om foot to head. Of course this still lies in
iJ.ati::a!:~fe~~~ol~mb IEzekIel was, re~lly predicting restoration of the
.
e may On to new hfe m Palestine, the homeland 4
r Lt~SS PfrolhIX and als? less obviously allegorical is the reference to a' resurec Ion 0 t e people m Is 26: 19:
the

Your dead ones will live
their corpses will rise '
-awake and rejoice
o sleepers in the dustfor your dew
is a dew of purest light,
and earth
will bring forth alive
those reposing there.
The: dating of Is 24-27 remains uncertain. Clear indications are sim I
lackmg, and nothing is gained by being dogmat'
I
pY
from th
t
lC. n any case, we can see
there· is e COn e~t Jhat while the language specifically refers to resurrection
Fortunat:~/e:dc ~e, as to w~~the~jt ~s meant to be understood literally:
.
' . eCISlon on t IS pomt IS not necessary for the ur ose of

~~~~:fe:;so~~n;e~t~ ::i;!~:;~e that the language of resurrection fs here,

=~;~~nd:tn:~;:~!~i;::w:~:tn:~;' ~::~:g: ~ f~:::/:tJ:;:~::~~!i;
IS a a y escnbes the Babylonian exile:
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Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon,
has devoured me,
he has finished me off,
he has held me up like an empty dish;
he has swallowed me up
like a sea monster;
he has filled his belly
with my choice parts;
he has thrust me out. (Jer 51: 34)
And I [Yahweh] will see to Bel in Babylon
and draw forth from his mouth
what he has swallowed. (Jer 51: 44)
Here Hebrew imagination has depicted the dismal fate of exile in quite
different terms from the allegory of the dry bones in Ezekiel. Inventiveness
such as this cautions us against assuming too easily that the language of
resurrection, as in Is 26: 19, always had a literal intent.
To be sure, instances of the resurrection of individuals do occur in the
Old Testament, as in the New (Heb 11: 35). Both Elijah (1 Kings 17: 17-24)
and Elisha (2 Kings 4: 17-37) restored the dead to life. But these miracles
did not confer immortality. Those who had been raised would at some time
go to Sheol, as all men were expected to do.
Only one passage in the Old Testament-Dan 12: 2-presents the resurrection hope in a prediction of an actual event connected with a coming
eschatological deliverance of the chosen people. Dating from about 167
B.C., this prophecy came from one of those pious Jews who resisted to the
death the ruthless attempt of their Hellenistic Syrian ruler Antiochus IV
(175-163 B.C.), to stamp-. out Judaism in Judah. Possibly the pressure of
extreme crisis impelled faith to lay hold of belief in a real, large-scale resurrection of the dead. It fell short of envisaging a universal resurrection of
all mankind. Fortunately for us, the writer of Daniel was quite explicit
on this point. He expected some to arise to everlasting life (lJ,ayye 'alum),
while others would arise to everlasting reproach and repugnance.
The writer of Daniel looked beyond the well-known individual exceptions
to the rule of death that appear in the Old Testamentto a return of many at
the end of present history. Yet his brief statement, specific as it was, left
room for later diverging ideas to develop. It lacked the authority of dogma.
Qoheleth probably originated before the Maccabean revolt of about
168 B.C. and the book of Daniel. s Because the written evidence from the
Old Testament for views on resurrection or immortality is so tenuous, we
cannot identify the form in which Qoheleth encountered them. However,
he had a clear perspective On the subject of death and survival. To this,
the first of the two subjects of this paper, we now turn.

QOHELETH ON LIFE AFTER DEATH

With res~ect to life after death, Qoheleth's thinking wa an> .
•
between Ideas current in his day and his own em " I sb
lD~eracbon
i:I d r '
pmca 0 servabons and
eduf~ IOlns·H·Hls realistic bent of mind led, him to accept death as inevitable
ma
owever he d . d . h
" .d
'
eme nelt er God's existence nor action holding
that
matn sfwls om.is just great enough to realize its OWn limits ~hich fall
f h
'
f'ar s or
.f0 'fathommg God's p urposes. Q0 heleth derided any trust
in some
arm 0 survIval of the individual in society for instance as a
.
among the livi~g. He also abstained from trYin~ to see what rna lie~:mory
the grave, askIng, characteristically, Who knows?
y.
yond

an

INEVITABILITY OF DEATH

Desire for eternal life permeated the ancient world long before th
l'
I
e emergence
in Gen 3 th Hn~ IOn. ts. presence in Israel·is evident from the J account
, e e rew versIOn of the denial of immortality to man:
of the Hebrew

And the Lord God said
"s ee, man has become like
' one of us
knowing good and evil.
'
And now, lest he reach out his hand
and, take also from the tree of life
and eat
and live forever" (Ie olain)So the Lord God sent him
out of the garden of Eden. (Gen 3: 22, 23a)
'." While th~ writer of this passage implicitly recognized the desire

~r e,ternal hfe, and pres~nts the tantalizing thought ihat it Once la O!i:~~
Wi~~ ;hgrasp,;~ categorlCa.lly ruled out the possibility forever. ~his fits
e prece Ing account In Genesis of the Lord's judgment that m
return to the dust from whence he had come (Gen 3: 19).
an must
Qoheleth agreed fully with this trad't'
.
reaffirms that man's destiny I'S t t l Ion. In the follOWIng passage, he
.
. 0 re urn to dust:
For the lot of the sons of men
and the lot of the animal
are the same;
as one dies, so does the other.
And they all have the same spirit.
~o the ~uperiority that man has o~er the animal
IS nothmgit is all a delusion.
They are all headed for the same place;
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for who can enable him to see
how things will be after him? (Eccles 3: 22)

they all came from the dust
and they all return to the dust. (Eccles 3: 19 f)

For the remembrance of neither the wise man nOr the fool
is perpetual,
because in the days that follow them
all will be forgotten,
and so the poor wise man
perishes along with the fool. (Eccles 2: 16)

,
"
hardl original. But the acceptance of
Of course Qoheleth s ,observatIOndl;ife l.nd his matter-of-fact attitude led
t f the dead as we shall see,
death colored his attitude towar
him to avoid speculations ab()ut the a e o ,

f

SHEOL

"Sheol" J'ust as it appears throughout the Old
d
Q h leth used the wor d
T~st:ment, to refer to the shadowy nether realm of the dea :

With extensive illustrations and with ters~ sayings, Qoheleth repeatedly
drove home his point (6: 12; 7: 14; 9: 5)~ No one can control what happens
after his death. Let no one comfort himself with the thought that his family
will persist, his wealth endure, or his plans mature. Death barricades the
future against all hUlnan wishes and desires~

Take part energetically
in everything that you find to do,
For there is no activity
no thinking
no knowledge
no wisdom
,
(E I 9' 10)
in Sheol,
and that is where you are gomg,
cc es ,

WHAT HAPPENS TO THE INDIVIDUAL?

Just as death seals off knowledge of the future on earth from those whom
it takes away, so it prevents those on earth from seeing what befalls those
who have died:

,
and in a completely negative way, With
f 'm Is he seems to employ a subHe mentions Sheol only thiS once,
th f te of all men and 0 am a ,
h'ch
reference to e a
( 'th identical Hebrew wording) w I
stitute phrase in tw? other passl~g~:a;;d for the same place" (3: 20; 6: 6).
may be translated they are ~
. Sh I and since he was a keen
I Q h I th had no mterest m
eo ,
, (
Apparent y 0 e e,
of the colorful traditions concerning It see,
observer and certamly knew
. E k 31 32) he seems to have ignored •
s 28' Is 14'. 9-20 , ze f d, ath ' empty of all the posItive.
.'
for exampIes, I am,
,
It
simply the state 0 e ,
'i
it intentIOnally.
was
. ht I say that beyond the fact.·
, ,
h' h
k up life. One mig
a so
'.
h'
quahtles w IC rna e
d Qoheleth's observatIOns took 1m
that Sheol was the p~ac~ of the ~:~e' is no knowledge there (9: 10).
little farther than behevmg that t
.

RESIDUAL INDIVIDUAL IMM()RTALITY ON EARTH

'"

.'
ten ex ressed in Jewish writings (Pr;<W\
According to popular thmkmg, o,f
1 PS' 30' 2-6' 37' 26' 39: 9-11; 40.:.•,
8 15 19' WIS 4' . Ir
'
, .,
.
10: 7; 13: 22; Job 1: - .. '
. . 'd 'se individual enjoys a sort of
19' 41: 13; 44: 8-15), the flghteous an h~I d t death especially his name,.
,
'h .
h t he leaves be m a
';,;
survival on thIS eart m w a
'h
f 11 of holes, using his own ob,~.
and his family. Qoheleth shot thiS ope u
servations for ammunition:
And I saw that nothing is bet~er .,
than that man should enjoy hIS actIVIty
for that is his inheritance;

Who knows whether the spirit of the sons of men
rises upward on high
while the spirit 'of the animal
descends downward to the earth? (Eccles 3: 21)
This sounds much as if Qoheleth were arguing against some sort of theory
of survival. We have seen that statements on this subject in the Old TestaP,!ent are few and uncertain, and that Dan .12: 2, dating from about 167
~IC;, offers the first unmistakable example of resurrection faith .. If he was
lpdeed refuting a current idea, Qoheleth does not bother to describe it.
t"Qoheleth went just as far as the facts allowed. He haalearned from his
~wn observation that men and animals alike undergo death and physical
dissolution. But what about the nonmaterial factor, the spirit? This, he
~ays, remains a question. However, Qoheleth did accept that man is a
'Working combination of an earthly element-dust~and an enlivening
p.9wer-the spirit.
il:When the. Lord delivered judgment on man in Gen 3: 19, he condemned
~ifu to return to the dust. Nothing was sa:id about the spirit in man. a The
~ellce about the spirit may well be intentional, although one should not
~ake too much of the fact that it is passed over in this passage. However,
!~~;later passage, the difficult Gen 6: 3, does deal with the matter of the

~~~it:
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And the Lord said
"My spirit shall not abide?
in man forever,
inasmuch as he is flesh;
so his days shall be
one hundred and twenty years."
..

. II as in Eccles 3: 21 the only

~~:~~::t i~s S~!:~i::! :::~II:o!h:e:s~h:s s;:it forever.

~l~~ indiC~~;!

No
what happens to the spirit, except that when t~e ~ord calls It my spm
here the inference seems to be that he will reclaIm It..
.
.
hich Qoheleth speaks of the dIssolutIOn of man at
The later passage m w
.
death needs to be understood in the light of GenesIs:
And the dust returns
to the earth as it was before,
and the spirit returns
to God, who gave it. (Eccles 12: 7)
Here he poetically describes man's death in terms of the separation ~n~o du~t,
d ··t the divine vital force. That is a remarkably opep.-ende escnpa.n sPIr~,. the light of Qoheleth's respect for facts and his refusal to specbon, an ,m
t it as expressing Qoheleth's realistic agnosticism about
ulate, we may accep
death He stuck with the evidence. The Lord

;i~:: ~:~~;~:t~~n~n:h:f~:;d take~ it away.

Qoheleth left the matter where

it belongs: in the hands of the .Lord.
THE LIMITS OF KNOWLEDGE

II that the human mind can form concepts
Qoheleth understoo d very we
ht h· that
osed to reality or beyond testing. His own experience taug. 1m
~pp ..
t
nd that man asks· questions without bemg able to
mys
hfe IS full of h
ery, a One of his most important insights is that wisdom
understand t e answers.
..
. 1.
.
the human mind's limitations as well as ItS potentIa.
recogmzes
When I bent my mind to the kn~wledge of wisdom
and the observation of the purSUIts
which are carried on in the earth
-for indeed day and night
His eyes do not shut in sleepthen I observed all the activity of God,
and saw that man is not able
to grasp the activity
which goes on under the sun; . . .
however man works at investIgatmg It,
he cannot comprehend it. (Eccles 8: 16, 17)

Qoheleth could utter the words "all the activity of God," but he found it
simply impossible to grasp the manifold details included in that divine activity. .It is like seeing the.stars at night or looking at the sands of the sea
and trying to count them-a feat beyond the power of man, though not
of God (Ps 147: 4; Jer. 33: 22)
Not only are God's actions too vast in number to be grasped by the human
mind, their nature in itself is baffling.
Just as you do not understand
how the spirit comes into the bones
in the pregnant womb,
so you do not understand
the activities of God,
who is active in all things. (Eccles 11: 5)
God brings life in the womb by his spirit, and he, in some way or other,
takes it at death (Eccles 12: 7). But both the beginning and the end of
human existence lie veiled in the secrecy of God's incomprehensible wisdom.
This, then, is the first perspective from Qoheleth. Within the context
of a faith in God, he accepted the fact of death· as the end of life, a step
into the unknown. Both the giving of life and the ending of life are part
of the manifold activity of God which extends beyond the power of man's
mind to probe.
QOHELETH'S PERSPECTIVE AS. SEEN IN THE THOUGHT OF PAUL AND
JESUS

Both the early Christian Church and pharisaic Judaism made the resurrection a pivotal article of faith. 8 In this they took a step from which Qoheleth held back. But while the concept of the resurrection of, or from, the
dead won acceptance, those who held it differed widely on the details of the
. event. And since it lies in the future, the resurrection must always be an
object of faith rather than of sight.
To apply the perspective of Qoheleth's realism to resurrection faith means
to accept the concept but to make no claim of knowledge about the various
specific features of that momentous event that will attend it when it happens.
These are undisclosed mysteries. We turn now to see how, according to the
record of the New Testament, Paul and Jesus shared the wisdom of Qoheleth in this respect.
. Paul argued vehemently for the factuality of the resurrection, particularly because for him the resurrection of Christ had become of crucial importance. However he pragmatically relied on the evidence, passed on to
him through tradition; that Christ had first appeared to Peter, to the twelve,
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to more than five hundred believers, to James, and to "all th~ apostle~~~
h'
n life had undergone a radical transformatlOn beca
Furthermore, IS ow
f t d by the risen Lord-an experience which
he himself had ~een ~~~ ~o~. ~2' 6-11' 26: 12-20). Paul places the resurActs tells thre~ tImes . - ,
. e ewitnesses mentioned above, including
t'
1 Cor 15
rection of ChrIst, attested by the y
'g of his long chapter on resurrec lOn,
•
h b ' mn
himself, at t, e egm
he closely links the resurrection of the dead, the
In the followmg passage,
resurrection of Christ, and salvation:
If Christ is proclaimed to have risen from the dead,
how can some among you say
that there is no resurrection of the dead'l
If, indeed, there is no resurrection of the dead,
Christ was not raised either.
But if Christ was not raised,
then our proclamation is void of truth
as is our faith.
We are then also found to be false witnesses of God,
because we have testified about God
that he raised Christ,
whom he did not raise
if in fact the dead are not raised.

But if Christ was not raised,
your faith is worthless;
,
.
ou are still saddled with your sins.
it also follows that those who fell asleep m Chnst
have perished,
If our hope in Christ is limited to just this life, 15' 12-19)
we are the most pitiful men in the world. (1 Cor ,
more radical about the importance of t~e!
Paul could hardly have been
th t ill
,
.
however s ecify in full the ingredients a w,
resurrectlOn. He dId not,
~b'ections to the idea of a resurrectioil)
constitute the event. In r~sponse h t~
ho are raised will be changed.
.
of the physical body, he dId say t at os~ w
and will have spiritual bodies instead of theIr present ones.

;0

But some one will say,
"The dead will be raised'l Just how'l
With what sort of bodies
will they come back'l"
You simpleton, what you sow
will not germinate
unless it dies first.
And what you sow-

well, it is not the bodily form
that it will have in the future
at the time when you sow it,
but a bare grainwhether it happens to be wheat
or one of the others.
But God decides what
bodily form to give it,
and for each of the seeds
there is its own particular body. (1 Cor 15: 35-38)
Applying this to the case of the human body, Paul went on to say:
It is sown a physical body,
it is raised a spiritual body;
if there is a physical body
there is a spiritual one too. (1 Cor 15: 44)

" Of, the resurrection bodies, Paul said that they will be incorruptible,
,glorious, strong, and immortal (1 Cor 15: 42 f). Yet by means of the analogy
,between the change in appearance of the plant from the seed that was sown
.and the change in the body that is to be raised from our present ones, the
lapostle strongly suggests that God alone knows just what the new, changed
-spiritual bodies will be like. We can know that we will be changed. We
kno.w that we must pass through del;lth to that change. But beyond the
-general terms just cited, Paul does not reveal the how or what of ,the change.
What is up to God. At-this point, Paul has the same realistic perspective
itihat Qoheleth had. He did not go beyond the evidence, or his trust in the
;p,Bwer' of God, for the sake of answering questions which arose from curiosity
ofidoubt.
-;; Nori on the evidence of the Gospels, did Jesus himself disclose. information
"~baut the resurrection or conditions pertaining to it, beyond the famous
;$aying that in the resurrection there is neither marrying nor being married
JdWk12: 25). Even in this case, Jesus was not discoursing to his disciples
;,on the subject of resurrection,. but gave his statement as an answer to the
-Sadducees who were arguing that there is no resurrection. When they
Wroposed the absurd situation of a woman who had lived as wife with seven
i/)I'Qthers in succession, and asked whose wife she would be in the resurrecMali ;(Mk 12: 18-23), Jesus disposed of their trick question without going
lihto lengthy teaching' about the subject. The fact that the most ,explicit
i~ayingsfromPaul and Jesus on resurrection came as answers to objections
;toifbelief in the resurrection deserves our notice. Neither of the two was,
~sfaras our evidence goes, concerned with delving into the secrets of the
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beyond. They believed in the resurrection but trusted in the power of God
rather than an explanation tailored to human' specifications.
The parable of the rich man and Lazarus (Lk 16: 19-31) may seem on the
surface to offer new revelation of the intermediate state between death and
the general resurrection. But deeper reflection shows that it is not so. Jesus,
as he usually did in his teaching, was employing familiar ideas of his timeD
to convey teaching to those who heard him about their life on earth before .
death; The conclusion to the teaching seems to warn us away from seeking
support for resurrection faith· by direct revelation. For when the rich man
asks that Lazarus go back to earth to warn the .rich man's brothers, he
is told that if his brothers will not believe on the strength of the witness of
Moses and the prophets, they will not believe even if one comes back from
the dead.
The very paucity of Jesus' teaching about the life hereafter left a vacuum·
which inevitably attracted curiosity and led to the introduction of strange
ideas. The statement in Acts 1: 3 that Jesus appeared to the disciples for
forty days after the crucifixion, speaking to them about the kingdom of
God, provided an opportunity for later writers to supply their own versions
of what Jesus said during that period. A number of apocryphal works, often
gnostic in tendency, offer accounts of private revelations attributed to Jesus.
Their divergence from the New Testament tradition and from each other
betrays their inauthenticity.Io
The early Church, then, faced the future with a firm faith in the resurrection, but without detailed information from either Jesus or Paul on the
matter. Many questions were unanswered. Here is where Qoheleth's pragmatic realism seems to .have been echoed by both Jesus and Paul. While
they were not agnostic about the resurrection, as Qoheleth had been, they
nevertheless rested their faith on the power of God rather than on explanations which by the very nature of the case must always be speculative.
THE SECOND PERSPECTIVE: GOD DESIRES MAN TO FIND THE
GOODNESS

OF LIFE

;Lile without Resurrection

'(2:!~11:18-.23; 4: 7, 8; 5: 10, 11, 13-17; 6: 1-7, 11, 12; 8: 9, 11; 9: 1-3, 11,
.l~); L.lfe YIelds Its treasures only to those who in wisdom accept and use
':Ith enjoyment what God gives them, ever conscious that the quality of
,hfe depends on how it is lived:
I know that there is nothing better
than to be joyful
and get the most out of life.
Whenever a man eats and drinks
and gets satisfaction from all his toil
it is a gift from God. (Eccles 3: 12 f)

Go ahead and eat your bread with pleasure
and drink your wine with gladness'
'
since before you ever do them
God looks with favor
on these activities of yours. (Eccles 9: 7)
Experience life to the full
with the wife whom you love
all the days of your fleeting life'
which he has given you under the sun'
for that is your destined reward from iife
and from the toil in Which you engage
under the sun. (Eccles 9: 9)12
. ~oheleth ,:as advocating neither seeking pleasure for its Own sake nor
trymg to satIsfy on.eself with physical or material things. His own experi~ents had show~ hIm that this is folly (2: 1-11). Here he gives his mature
v.le,; that .th~ WIse ~an balances active participation in life with an appre,~,atlOn of ItS. ImmedIately apprehended, and transitory, goodness. Qoheleth,
II!,s.eems, ha~ learned to a.ccommodate~imself to the limits of the range of
actIon and tIme allotted hIm by God, WIthin which he found the best ad .
t b "T k
.
VIce
a e: a e pa~t energetically in everything you find to do" (9: to). Echoes
of thIS perspectIve are heard in the New Testament.

Now

Although Qoheleth had no hope for life beyond the grave, he did find positive
values to be a present potential. With the same clear-eyed realism that he:
applied to theories of survival, he sifted the axioms and values that he pei~
ceived men guiding themselves by. He concluded that in their folly men
overcapitalize the worth of riches, fame, and pleasure. They strive to heap
up, to hold on to, to control, and thereby to find satisfaction in what they"
conceive to be the good things of life. All this he. labeled vanity, or empti;;
ness (NEB), or futility (Berkeley version), or vapor (Scott, in Anchor Bible)1

61

QOHELETH'S PERSPECTIVE SEEN IN THE NEW TESTAMENT

Th~ New Testa~ent reflects eager expectancy of the day of the Lord.
Wr~ter after wflter reminds his audience that theeschaton looms on th

f1Zon
,ha.
of history.I3 While the eschatological passages of the New Testamen:
fall to ag.ree on the precise nature and sequence of all the components conlIected ~Ith the one great event-theeschaton-:-they apparently expected
that ChrISt would return and gather his own, both those then still living
and those who had died (1 Cor ,15: 23, 24,51, 52; 1 Thess 4: 13-17; Rev 20:
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will be loved by my father,
and I will love him
and show myself to him. (In 14: 18-21)

The 'ordinary course of history would be in4' Mk 13: 26, 27; Acts 1: 11).
a new order would begin (2 Pet 3:
t~rrupted by divine intervention, and
10-13 f).
. .
f time left before the eschaton, and
In view of the antlcipated shortness 0 t business ~s usual in the face of
t
the futility of human efforts to pe~pehua e
t have to offer the Christian
.
. I h ge what dId t e presen
the commg radlca c an '.
. kl brought about positive answers
of the first century? Passmg years qUlC Y
to that question.
THE RISEN CHRIST DWELLS IN HIS BELIEVERS

. .
for the future great day of the Lord, the New
Without ever ~lvmg up h~pe
.
f Uowshi with Christ here and now:
Testament pomts to an ImmedIate e
p
For where two or three
come together
invoking my name
I am there
among them. (Mt 18: 20)
The same thought occurs at the end of the first Gospel:
Go then and make disciples
of all the nations ...
And hear this 1
I am with you
through all the days
until the end of the world. (Mt 28: 19,20)

BELIEVERS NOW ENJOY FRUITS OF THE SPIRIT

So evident is this fact to the writers of, the New Testament that it is mentioned here briefly because proof is hardly necessary. It has, however,
great importance for our line of thought.
,'til Acts, the Spirit is given at' baptism (Acts, 2: 38) and by the laying
()n:,pf hands (Acts 8: 14-17; 9: 17). Paul, who did not ruways keep clear
the distinction between the risen Lord and the Spirit (2 Cor 3: 17; Rom
~::~), at one point lists this inventory:
.
The fruit of the Spirit is: love, joy, peace,
patience, generosity, goodness,
faith, humility, self-control. (Gal 5: 22 f)
:Indeed, the gifts of the Spirit proved to be something of an embarrassment
~f riches to the Corinthians, to whom Paul had to send rather lengthy in~lltii:ctions concerning the proper attitude toward them (e.g., 1 Cor 12).
A WEALTH OF SHARED RELATIONSHIPS AND POSSESSIONS OPEN TO
BELIEVERS

lfli'C'book of Acts reports that:
all the believers
stuck together
and shared everything;
they sold both their livestock
and their goods
and made distribution
to each according to his need. (Acts 2: 44, 45)14

.
context of the discourse at the Last Supp~~
The gospel of John places m th~e d th he will return to his disciples while'
Christ's assurance that after IS ea
.
they are still on earth:
I will not abandon you
like orphans;
I will come to you.
Just a little while longer
and the world will see me no more,
but you will see me
because I am alive
and you will be aliv.e.
.
At that time you Wlll realIze
that I am in my father
and you are in me
and I am in you ...
He who loves me
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],ihi.spractice of togetherness and sharing evidently lies back of a striking
~p~echof Jesus to Peter in the gospel of Mark. After Peter had pointed out
~Wt'ilhe disciples had given up everything to follow him, Jesus replied:
"""l,!~~)'~ i -.

There,is no one who has left home
or brothers or sisters
or mother or father or children
or fields
on account of me and the gospel
without getting back
a hundred times over
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ci:n~~~~:;; (~xa:~i~:~'~i~~~:::~o~:,:: :r~~li~9:~ the In:iVidual in the Thought of An(Copenhagen and London: 1926) I-II pp 46~70' )~ pp. 4, f. AI~o, J. Pedersen, Israel
in den individuelien I
' ..
,an C. Barth, Die Errettung vom Tode
Iischer Verlag, 1947),Kp;~e~1~~~. Danklledern des Alten Testaments (Zollikon: Evange-

in this present time
homes
and brothers and sisters
and mothers and children
and fields
-with persecutions.and in the world to come,
eternal life.
(Mk 10: 29 f)

: For a poetic conjunction of exile and descent into Sheol see Is 5' 13 f

R~~::~I,I~!h~~:~~;s~h~ ~::ea~~o:;sm;;r~:e ~:te

While much more could be said on the subJect of what was immediately
available to Christians in the interim between the first and second comings
of Christ, what has been adduced suffices, I hope, to make clear that what
distinguished the Christian from the nonbeliever was not just resurrection
faith and a future orientation connected with that faith but a very present
difference in the quality of life experiences. The Christian already enjoyed
fellowship with his risen Lord; he possessed, at least potentially, charismatic
gifts; and he lived in a support system of family concern that included both
his bodily needs and his emotional needs.
To put the situation in another way, the Christian was already living by,
and participating in, the values of eternity. He did not need to· wait or
to deprive himself of what mattered most to him. Qualitatively, he already
had eternal life (In 5: 24; 14: 6; 17: 3). His present relationships-with
Christ, the Spirit, and the community-were,indeed, established in this
worldly sphere, but partook of eternal values and were of infinite worth.
The second perspective of Qoheleth, then, reappears in the New Testament. The Christian awaiting the eschaton already lived in eternity, but
in such a way that he experienced it within the limits God has drawn. He
could strike a balance between engagement in present activities and his
hope for the future. The need of such a perspective remains to this day.
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